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BOOKS: REVIE\'1S AND ABSTRACTS 

Judith H. Anderson. The r,rowth of a Personal Voice: 'Piers Plowman' 
and 'The Faerie Queene'. New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 
1976. ix + 240 pp. SUS 15.00. 

"Held close to The Faerie Oueene -- held, as it were, behind 
Spenser's poem -- Piers Plowman looks in large structural and con
ceptual ways like a qrid for it, a grid in part literary and in part 
intellectual. But althouqh I am persuaded that Piers Plowman influ
enced Spenser's major work, it would be sufficient for my purposes 
if questions of direct influence were left in abeyance and apparent 
influence were considered the result of more general relationships 
and developments between the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance." 
(2) Yet Anderson's extended comparison makes more than a casual 
argument that Piers Plowman is, indeed, a grid for The Faerie Queene, 
and the argument is important on several levels. Primarily it is 
important because it throws light both on Langland's and on Spenser's 
achievement. But it also suggests that English writers -- or at 
least Spenser and his heirs -- are the inheritors of a native tradi
tion at least as rich as the more frequently examined classical 
tradition. In fact, their classical models do not, as Anderson shows, 
offer a comparable dream vision. The Enqlish dream vision is unioue 
in that it interiorizes and personalizes allegory, providing thereby 
a "wav of organizina and conceiving experience, and a way of explor
ing the self while searchinq for Love and Truth." (3) Piers' dream 
vision functions in The Faerie Olleene as an "inner, echoinq POeIft." 
And Anderson's comparison functions by eXaMinina first the source of 
the echo in Piers Plowman; then the echo in The Faerie Queene is 
sounded; finally, speculations about the growth of the personal voice 
in both source and vibratinq successor are ventured. The ~ore per
sonal the voices become, the more subjective and relative Truth and 
Love appear to the poets. The inevitable end of such a process is 
the metamorphosis of alleaory into the personal s~lism of ROMantic 
poetry. Thouqh neither Langland nor Spenser is seen as comoletina 
a full metamorphosis, Piers and The Faerie Oueene together trace the 
eVOlution of a fully self-conscious voice. By seeinq the latter poe~ 
against the fo~er, Anderson clarifies the poets' increasing sense 
of their own functions and responsibility, Suggestinq in the process 
how characters, incidents, landscapes, and symbols (including the 
poem~' narrators and the stories they unfold) serve to share that 
grOw1ng self-awareness with the reader. 

Langland states in his Prologue that his Narrator is a Dreamer 
~hose awareness is a satiric disguise. His narrator cannot rational-
1ze; he sees and reports. It is his poet whose voice is behind that 
?f the Narrator and makes the reader ~~lare that there is a meaninq 
~n the dream that must be analyzed. Hence, the field of vision is 
oubled and perhaps tripled by a kind of dramatic irony. Hhat "'e see 

is "experiential and er~atic" (13) rather than static and predict~ble 
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as allegory is assumed to be. The Prologue prepares the reader to 
step into the body of a dream vision in which the traditional search 
of the Narrator for a moral order (Truth) becomes the poet's search 
for the validity of his art -- of language itself. And that, in turn, 
becomes more and More obviously a search for right perception, right 
reading, which involves the reader directly and subjectively in the 
poem. Truth rests on the reader's ability to "know what words and 
traditional answers can really Mean, given human nature and the na
ture of this "lOrld." (14) 

In The Shepheardes Calender, Anderson sees Spenser tied to a 
form that prevents him from overcoming temporal limitations. The 
Faerie Queene, both by abandoning the pastoral and by beoinning in 
the pastoral, shows first that man's Error is his limited perception 
of the natural world that surrounds and overwhelms him. Red Cross, 
like Langland's Dreamer, is Everyman confronting that Error. The 
shift to epic does not allm-J a clearer vision, but it does prepare 
the reader to hear the voice of the poet beneath that of the Narra
tor. Consequently, by the time Spenser returns to the pastoral mode 
in Book VI, we are ready to encounter the natural order with a diff
erent awareness, a new perception. We have seen that classical order, 
like that offered by the Dreamer's Holy Church and by Red Cross' 
Contemplation, is but a rationalized version of nature. Spenser's 
poet will not become the Narrator's Will as Anderson feels the 
Piers poet does, but he takes "a form significantly comparable to 
Langland's" (22) in that it relies on the reader's understanding of 
the relationship of poet and narrator in the dream vision tradition. 
Langland had begun to push outside accepted limitations, enabling 
Spenser to surpass him and reach, finally, to intimations of a 
"Sabaoths sight". 

The public role played bv Spenser's Narrator in the proems 
parallels that played by the Prologue Narrator in Piers. But that 
public persona is only one of several narrative postures assumed 
in either poeM and is of least concern in the development of the 
private, personal voice. "Another voice, a narrative oresence 
which enters the fiction,is[Anderson's and the reader's] immediate 
concern:" 

In reading The Faerie Queene, we sense this presence subtly 
more often than we meet it directly or I'Ji th sudden force, but 
it is close enough to the surface of the fiction to appear 
suggestively in Pedcrosse's battle with Error and more unmis
takably in his descent into hell, and even to break into the 
middle of the fiction, as it does in the tenth canto of Book 
I and with redoubled energy and insistence in later Books. 
In Piers Plowman, characters and situations, verbal, figural, 
and rhythmic surfaces, display a freedom (occasionally a 
license) which the mind effects on its own terms; a similar 
freedom touches the heart of Spenser's poem. As in Piers 
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Plowman, its expression varies as the poeM develops. (23) 

The symbolism is clear. The narrators are, themselves, blind to the 
meaning of their experience. The poets become their optic nerves, 
transmittinq raw experience to the mind of their readers where it is 
focused. The clarity and permanence of the vision depends on whether 
the reader more closely shares the Dreamer's or the poet's persona: 
in either case, the reader is kept constantly in motion, constantly 
countered in his attempts to either stay the action or give a rational, 
systematic, traditional order to \-]hat he perceives. "The restless 
Movement of [the Dreamer's] mind -- or ,;mrds -- depicts the wakina
sleeping state of mankind ... This is the state of awareness and 
bewilderment, of fraqmentation and ';lholeness." (14) 

The Faerie Queene Narrator and the Piers Dreamer share with the 
reader a need "for unified meaninq, for a continuity of beinq and 
experience." (14) Piers itself records the poet's own personal 
discovery of relativity as the realitv of nature and of the word. 
Spenser, therefore, can beqin his poem by takinq his personal belief 
in the mutability of nature and lanquaqe for granted. Consequently, 
Spenser's Narrator seems less a dreamer than a ventriloquist (26) as 
Book I continues. He is active, dramatic, personal \-]here the Piers 
Narrator is passive. Anderson suqqests, however, that the seeminq 
passivity may embrace an active struqale between Lanqland's 1"ilJ and 
ideal Plowman, anticipatinq more modern dre~ theory. The dream 
certainly fraqments the dreamer's perceptions of reality within the 
limitations of human error. And The Faerie Queene imitates and 
expands upon that fraomentation. In fact, it is exactly Red Cross' 
naive belief that he has conquered error that oermits a comfort ina 
vision of order to become a part of his regainina of health after 
he has been similarly fraqrnented. Red Cross sleeps more and more 
frequently as Book I un folds. The initial pO';.ler Archimaqo reveal s 
~s the power to control dream; thereafter, Anderson notes, there is 

a aradual blurrina of the distinction between the states of wakinq 
and sleepinG and a concomitant weakeninq of Redcrosse's rationally · 
conscious will." (30) In The Faerie Queene hero, narrator, and 
poet battle illusion. Appropriately, then, "the poem Moves more 
and more deeply into an inner landscape;" (31) metaphorically the 
move is into the "wic~!'! deepe" (32) where beniahted \-]avfarers find 
themselves. . 

The reader is reminded that, like the Narrator, Red Cross 
n~eds balance. Survival instinct rather than al~areness dictates 
h~sw'll' . ~ ~nqness to acknowledae the New Jerusalem. Perhaps Snenser 
and Langland both SUGqest that pure awareness is a luxury re~erved 
for those ,;]ho are released by \,ill or ImaGination from the basic 
struqqle for survival. Awareness of the overwhelminq odds aqainst 
~he s~rvival of any sinGle individual ... ,ould plunae most protaqon
~sts ~nto the depths of despair. Yet Spenser's Narrator walks 
constantlv on the verge of that a\-]areness. His narrative presence, 
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once sensed by the reader, keeps reminding the reader that it is the 
strength of the Narrator's unconscious will to endure that keeps his 
creatures -- Red Cross through Calidore -- from seeinq what is increas_ 
ingly more obvious in the poem: that relativity permeates the fabric 
of \"hatever order (pastoral, heroic, Christian) their creator selects 
as their field of action. The field of action becomes the field of 
the reader's vision once it has become that for the poet. The poets' 
role in the poems, then, is to keep the fabric of the poe~ permeable, 
allowing glimpses of the unseen and undreamed of depths to enrich 
(or darken) each of the Narrator/Dreamer's conceits. ~~at remains 
most sianificant is that The Faerie Queene is not a dream, that it 
is "an image, a creative reflection in words, of life." (49) To be 
aware that dreams are relative is a far cry from Langland's discovery 
(and Spenser's qiven) that "the line between living and dreaming is 
not very distinct and is, perhaps, not real at all. For better or 
for worse, the line is relative, not absolute: 'I-Ie are such stuff/ 
As dreams are made on' -- a harshly ironic reflection on our nature 
if we think of Redcrosse's false Una, or Lanaland's friars or Lady 
Heed, but an ideal reflection, a hope and a faith, if \ole think of 
the Faerie Oueene or Piers Plowman, neither of whom appears in these 
poems except in a dream." (49) 

The reader, then, must learn to adapt his perception to a num
ber of juxtaposed postures. The poets evolve both within and between 
every section of Piers and ever" Book of The Faerie Oueene; and we 
must be sure we perceive their postures correctly in order to weigh 
the value of their observations. As obvious voices within the poem, 
they are subject to the same limitations that inform 11ilton's poetry 
of choice. Once Guyon or Bri tom.art picks up the burden of humankind's 
quest for unified order (or survival), neither can be trusted as a 
commentator. Nor can any of those other guides encountered in the 
poems "'ho are theIl'selves committed to a qiven order. After the 
encounter with Mammon, restraint leaves Guyon much as it leaves 
Conscience in Lanqland's Visio once Lady Meed is confronted. There
after Guyon and Conscience lead the reader into a confrontation with 
sin itself -- the ultimate confrontation. The telling point is 
whether human nature allows us to perceive that the true antagonist 
is our guides' own determination to survive. Meed and Maromon would 
help them stop us short of that realization. Only the sudden appear
ences of the poems' saviour figures, Piers and Arthur, save the heroes 
themselves from the fatal perception. 

In any case, Anderson's discussion leaves little doubt that 
Langland's Visio is "a poetic source, presumably known to Spenser, 
which is close, perhaps closer than any other, to the essential 
meaning of the Cave of Mammon -- closer to the whole of it, not 
merely to a few of its parts." (76) The secular pursuits of man 
go on outside "rational moral order"; that realization, reached 
in Piers \"hen the poet attempts a return to medieval faith, lies 

-
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at the base of much sixteenth-century thouoht. Consequently, once 
Spenser has traced Langland's oriqinal qrowth toward awareness in 
Books I and II, he has prepared his reader for further modification 
of his idea of order. Books III and IV are exnansions of Passus 
XII-XIV. -,\qain, what \>!as for I.anqland discovery is for Snenser a 
0iven. It is the fiaure of Imaqinative -- "reason usina the 
resources of the imaoination in an iMaqinatively rea,sonahle \-Ia,v" 
(84) -- that Langland discovers and Spenser exploits. Langland's 
personal confusion leads him to revise his text (~, B, C versions); 
Spenser iMitates the revision in order to keep the reader from 
overcomino his confusion. In fact, what he does is exnand the 
confusion to Britomart and Arthur. Anderson suaqests that III.iv 
becomes the "self-conscious imaainative act for the poet" (108) 
that is missino in Piers. BritoMart's lament illustrates his 
dileMma. she sees that she must shape nature (the future) and vet 
is a\>lare that she herself is being shaped by iMpersonal forces. 
The dramatic acti'lity of her ouest is not so effective a shaner 
as are the words of her lament, the poet's element confrontinq the 
deep. 

Arthur's lament echoes hers as well as such earlier laments 
as ~crasia's Song of the Rose. Anderson's sense is not that Spenser 
is controllina these echoes -- at least the totalitv of them -- but 
indeed that "the poet overhears theM himself" and is led as his 
readers are to see that they reveal the process of the noet's Mind. 
(110) Thus, in Book III, the poet's surrooate, Arthur, addresses 
Niaht and confronts (as the poet must) a force More nrimal than the 
obiect of Brito:nart' s lament'. Duessa' s journey to "-'other niaht in 
Book I permeates this lament, takinq it to depths beyond the order 
imposed by the life force -- the sea -- Britomart had confronted. 
Arthur takes us close to ana,rchv, to that inner psvcholooical darkness 
.'hich launches Red Cross into the seas of his own chaotic nassions 
in Book I. But these are Snenser's own inner stretches and only 
the process of creation -- the reJTlainder of the poeM -- can lend 
order to that darkness. The tension of the rest of The Faerie Dueene 
rises from our sense that the poet, unlike the armed Narrator, miaht 
fail. Thus, ironically, the lal'1ents are thel'1selves orderino devices; 
indeed they are the oldest orderino device of the Anolo-Saxon tradi
tion. Through them, Britomart and Arthur save themselves from r1albecco's 
fate. Neither becomes an allegorical fioure, the metaphor of the 
passion that controls his/her imaqinatio~. Isn ' t the Narrator so 
translated? lie is nothinq other than the teller of the tales that 
obsess his imagination. And the poet? Busirane, whose masque will 
~~n~lude.the third Book, is threatening precisely because he realizes 

a ult~mate control comes not from .lIrchil'1aqo's manipulation of our 
d:-eams or Acrasia's of our sexuality but frol'1 manipulation of the iMa
q~nation. IVhat saves the poet from becoming Busirane? 

The masque itself sugaests that control of social role -- of 
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masks -- is the underlyinq problem, one Lanqland anticipated in 
Piers' attempt to establish a community within the natural world. 
His failure precipitates the pilgrimaqe which simplifies the order
ing (as Chaucer would aqree). The poet can order natural process 
as Spenser does in the marriaqe of the Thames and Medlflay, or h\lI!1an 
process (ouest, pilgrimage); but attempts to juxtapose orders seem 
unsuccessful. Lakes of letharqy, Bowers of Bliss, Melibee's pasto
ral retreat, all lack the energy of nature. Therefore it is in 
Book IV that the poet's presence is most eniqrnatic. No mask suffices 
for him to survive in the woods and seas through which characters 
move in that Book. His role is in the process of definition; he 
and his reader must learn to see in a new way. The process is, as 
Anderson says, "revisionary". (114) Once we have experienced it, 
it will force us to see the first three Books anew. Its continuance 
throughout the remainder of the poem will require revision upon re
vision. 

Langland is more blatant about the relativity of the past in 
his Passus X and XI; but both he and Spenser express a new self
awareness which carries with it "further personalization". (114) 
In a sense, the poet slips the role of Busirane over to his Narrator, 
reserving for himself the role Britomart and Arthur playas destroy
ers of false seeming. Ate becomes in these central Books the poet's 
SUbject; consequently, the stanzas devoted to her tell us about the 
poet and his concerns. His question seems to be whether what is 
fragmented can be infused into a single being, different from but 
containing the original {much as The Faerie Queene contains Piers 
Plowman. If Anderson is correct, the infusion of the earlier poem 
into the later -- and of Chaucer into Spenser, Priamond/Diamond into 
Triamond -- responds to this question. But the reader remeMbers 
that false revisions -- like that of Una to Fidessa/Duessa -- are 
equally possible. His discovery thus increases in complexity as his 
personal involvement in the poem grows, or, to borrow Spenser's own 
term, dilates its being. One thinks of the dilation of the pupil 
and its resulting effect on vision. 

By the middle of IV.viii (seemingly the poet's most comfortable 
canto in each Book), the test is made. The poet's voice intrudes 
without disguise, qivinq life to Slander and, ultimately, the Blatant 
Beast. They, in turn, brinq the discordant nature of the social and 
natural worlds fully into the poem. And they are Spenser's own exper
ience, not the fruit of tradition. He achieves a new self-conscious
ness and control over his materials; the final line of almost every 
canto in IV reminds us of that control. The problem is to determine 
how far the poet-persona will go to retain and impose control. Ander
son deals with this problem in Part III of her study (on Spenser's 
Books V-VI, Langland's Passus XV-XX). Here the poet's personal power 
will be challenqed by cultural and historical precedents. Langland's 
Lonq vlill must confront Anima in order to learn that word must become 
will (act). But even when the Incarnation occurs, because it is 
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psychological as well as metaphysical it will be challenged. Basic 
are the motivations which provoke the incarnation: Need and Conscience 
arise when it is clear that the only pure motivation is Love -- God's 
love for man causes the word to become flesh. Landland enforces our 
sense of this by making the dream within the dream of Passus XVI a 
resume of the life of Jesus. In the midst of the recollection, Jesus 
sneaks in his own voice, evoked it would seem by the purit" of the 
d~eaming ~lill. Again we pass to a realm -- albeit the opposite of 
chaos -- which the poet cannot control. Awareness can be sought but 
not willed. 

Langland's noet has admitted that order does not exist except 
at the superficial levels that men can control. He is "poised 
between opposite values and courses of action" (150) as the dream 
turns into the final nightmare of the Anti-Christ. The scene returns 
to the poet's present where Holy Church is indeed corrupt, just as 
in The Faerie Queene we shall be left at the end of Book VI under the 
present discordant threat of the Blatant Beast. It is a present 
haunted with nightmare. The only course open to Conscience is to 
"bicome a pilgryme" and seek out the non-existent Piers. Spenser's 
poet has no illusions about the possibility of seeking out Gloriana. 
The vlill -- imagination's and reason's activator -- is left alone 
in each poem. Langland's Will has his "shield of belief," believes 
in the efficacy of Grace, and thus does not Quite hear "the sharp 
crack of [his] own voice ..• in the stillness." (153) 

That crack is heard in Spenser. Particularlv in the Mutability 
Cantos, where the narrator's voice is silenced and with it all the 
defenses of his need and conscience, we hear the sound of "a fully 
self-conscious" voice. The bodv of The Faerie Queene dissolves, 
subsumed into the increasingly personal and unframed forms of the 
Cant~s -- fable, pageant, meditation, prayer. Nith it qO the poet's 
publ~c roles. The final prayer is for personal vision rather than 
control or the ability to guide. The r~ader seems almost an eaves
dronper, a threat to the desired vision as Calidore was to Colin ' s. 
But it is not the reader .,ho has chanaed; it is the ooet who has 
qro~~. ~~ere in Books I and II he wa~ a straw man, here (and to 
an extent in Book VI) the poet's oersonal experience, his testina 
of receiVed truth against the reality of his life, is recoqnized 
as the only qUide. That awareness is Snenser's e~uivalent for the 
sound of Jesus' voice in Lanaland's Pas~us XVI. But the vision that 
communicates that awareness is finally only a sYmbol and the reader 
must not make Cal'd' f ' "f ' , ~ ore s error 0 try~na to enter ~ t as ~ . ~ t Irlere 
::~~d Undoubtedly, without the guide of Contemplation Pedcrosse 

have made the same error. 

he Col~n, because he is a poet, can create the dream vision, but 
it c~n ne~ther enter it himself nor control his reader's response to 

, or he has had no way to prepare Calidore. The ooet is himself 
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so taken by the beauty of the vision that he breaks into the narrator's 
poem (VI.x.13). Thus the three functional voices, poet, Narrator, and 
character, interfuse; as Imaginative's infusion into Lanqland's Dreamer 
brought deepened understanding to the reader, Spenser's concept of his 
own poetic responsibility is clarified by the breakthrouqhs in Colin's 
vision. But the Mutability Cantos are "closer to the poetic life of 
Piers Plowman than anything else Spenser ~lrote." (198) They are "a 
continuous process of thought realized immediately before us '" a 
fullv self-conscious creative vision" (199) such as neither Colin nor 
Spenser's Narrator could sustain. They end \'lith a lonaing to test 
the self as both perceiver and creator. To achieve a vision that has 
more stability than Colin's requires the ultimate balance. "This final 
plea remains poised between the earthly present and the ti~e to come, 
between having and not-having, bet\-.'een a moving assertion of faith 
and desire and the utter elusiveness of its fruition." (202) 

The endinq of The Faerie Oueene is not as abrupt as Lanaland's 
only because Spenser is able, building on Lanaland's personalization, 
to achieve a more nersonal realization of the poet's dependence on 
distance and "impersonal power". Nithout the memory of Piers, it 
might have been iMpossible for Spenser to channel the immense complex
ity of his poem into the voice of a single speaker -- and thence into 
silence. The final, personal voice is independent of the fictions 
that precede it and yet subsumes them all. This sinale voice is 
lonely, exists in no landscape, has no companions. But as Anderson 
writes, .. lith reference to the conclusion of the Cantos, "a voice 
we have never heard quite this way before in the poem seems to 
reach across two centuries, still searching for the immediacy of 
the promise that will called Piers Plowman." (203) Anderson has 
shown that Snenser can educate a reader to hear that most private 
of voices -- his o .. m. 

[M. W. c.] 

Richard A. Lanham. The Motives or Eloquence: Literanl Rhetoric in the 
Renaissance. New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1976. xi + 
234 pp. SUS 12.50. 

To appreciate "these brief exnloratory essays" on Plato, Ovid, 
Chaucer, Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis, Lucrece, the sonnets, and 
Hamlet, Castiglione, Rabelais, and Shakespeare's Henriad, read first 
the Biblioaraphical Note and list of vlorks Cited (225-30). There 
Lanham admits his primarv cultural debts to Kenneth Burke and Johan 
Huizinga. He reveals the basis of his rhetorical counter statements 
to 1><1erner Jaeqer and Karl Popper on Plato; to "the fundamentally 
wronq, totally serious treatments of Ovid by 1.. P. t·rilkinson and 
Brooks Otis; to Stephen Booth's fine book on "the serious issues" 
of Shakespeare's sonnets; to C. S. Lewis and Erich Auerbach, who 
"told their stories greatly but qot them essentially backwards." 
He acknowledges the influence of Barthes, Caillois, Erikson, Freud, 
Laing, Ortega y Gasset, Polanyi, fpeirs, Streuver, and t-fui tehead, 
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and tells us that his first draft was "nearly twice as lona," so that 
we have been spared "two hundred paqes of detailed explication and 
contentious citation" (xi). Only with awareness of these contexts 
do we dare approach this skillful combination of hiqh seriousness 
(suspect) and hiah spirits (praiseworthy). 

The first chapter, "The Rhetorical Ideal of Life," (1-35) sets 
forth the serious premises for the traditional study of rhetoric that 
Lanham wants to offset. In practice, the rhetorical naide a has sub
verted its own premises. A unitary self, society, and nature are 
inpossible for homo rhetoricus, whose "overpowerinq self-consciousness 
about language" and its nossibilities for manipulation make him an 
unreqenerate nominalist. He is essentially an actor, a role player; 
he views life as a social situation that calls for agility in assuminq 
flexible stances; he thinks first of winning bv the rules of the 
current game; his motivation is ludic and bifurcated, since he nlays 
for advantage as well as pleasure; his present is the only reality, 
for he knows that the nast can be re-created only subiectively, 
drarnatistically, the way the present is created; he leaves simple 
clarity of style to the simple minded, because opaqueness yields 
multi-dimensionality and hence is more fun; he thinks sincerity 
of utterance is irrelevant, since context (the word) is more impor
tant than content (the idea); his literature is therefore character
isticallyaleatory. "Homo rhetoricus camnot, to sum up, be serious ... 
But unlike his serious -- or existential -- doppelga:nger, he doesn't 
repine, bathe in self-pity because his world possesses no center." 

After stripping the serious man of serious critics as Arthur 
and the Red Cross Kniqht stripped Duessa, Lanham does not say, like 
Una, "Such is the face of falshood." In his allegory of Rhetorical 
tl~n, Lanham has further use (like Spenser with Duessa) for serious 
11terary critics, Platonists all, who in their attempts to ascribe 
a central self to man have accounted for only one half of him, his 
serious, purposive half. His rhetorical, pl~vful half is missinq. 
But serious critics in their self-contradictory implications have 
m~de an "authentic contribution to the larqer task at hand, construc
t1nq the complex, unstable, painful Nestern self." Havinq made 
h~sh(by implication) of David Pies~an's dichotomy between "inner-
d1rected" ( man central self) and "other-directed" man (social self), 
Lanham insists that we must hold the two in oscillation. 

A narrative-speech-narrative-speech alternation "that fruitful 
clash h t - ' e ween rhetorical and serious reality," is the stylistic 
pattern,endemic in Nestern literature. A sense of conte~t enables 
Us to d1sti 'h Thu ' ngu1s s~eechifying from professed purpose in Homer, 
Sh ~Yd1des, Cicero, and ovid; likewise in Chaucer, Castialione, and 
ri~ ~sneare. The use of serious coordinates in discussina rheto
lib:r ~orks PlaYS,hob with criticism. We need a more complex poetic, 

a ed from Ar1stotle's anxiety about the nature of mimesis, to 
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cope with two literary modes, "one serious and purposive and the other 
dramatic and playful." I-Ie need a new theory of style uncluttered by 
the usual notions of clarity. "If everyone is happy, clarity has 
arrived." One of Lanham's wittiest gestures (25) is his spectrum of 
styles that runs from referential language (qeometry, teleqraphese, 
Heminaway) to emotional lanquage (Henry James, reliqious chant, babble) 
with neutral reportage -- is that possible? -- in between. But this ' 
spectrum can chart only serious, not rhetorical attitudes toward the 
world. 

What can this serious (purposive) book about the non-serious 
(rhetorical) aspects of literature offer to Spenserians, stuck with 
their sage and serious poet? More than one might suppose. wasn't 
Spenser trained in formal rhetoric? In the second edition of the 
McNeir-Provost bibliography, see the more than fifty entries under 
"Rhetoric and the rhetorical tradition." Doesn't Spenser manipUlate 
his reader's responses? See some of the entries under Paul Alpers, 
Donald Cheney, Jerome Dees, A. C. Hamil ton, C. s. Lewis, Le"lis 
~liller, Kathleen Nilliams, and Harry Berqer. Did Spenser lack a 
funny bone? See the forty-odd entries under "Comedy and humor in 
Spenser's poems. 

Lanham in his specific references to Spenser exemplifies his 
own precepts by being now serious, now ludic. He says Ovid's only 
rival in "poetic recreation of mythic reality" is Snenser, althouqh 
Ovid doesn't invite us to allegorize or make sense of mythology (59). 
verbal artifice is prominent in Shakespeare's sonnets. "To make the 
point the surface has to show. For Spenser, antique diction authen
ticated the allenory." A serious alleaory of Shakespeare's sonnets 
can take them as "an anatomy of self under sexual pressure, much like 
the middle books of The Faerie Queene." (123-4) Castialione's 
Cortegiano is a long book about the training of the courtier; the 
time required to read it, "as with The Faerie Oueene or Clarissa," 
makes a difference. "It takes time to train us as '-Ie pass throuqh." 
(149) Shakespeare's Henriad is an epic description of dramatic real
ity; his self-consciousness about style and motive required a differ
ent kind of epic. So it "'as with ()vid and Spenser. The conflict 
between explicit political theory and implicit political reality is 
common in Renaissance literature. The Faerie 0ueene celebrates the 
Tudor myth, "a static vision," ,~hile the imaqe of man in the poem 
denies this stasis. (207, 218) Sidney's Old Arcadia "vIas built upon 
rhetorical coordinates, but the !lew ,~as to be serious." Sidney was 
"aware, like Ariosto, Spenser, and Shakespeare, that the old epic 
seriousness ",ould not do;" but he failed in "an attem)')t to encompass 
two realities" and was therefore unable to finish the New Arcadia. 
(215) 0uestion not raised but im~lied: is that whv Spenser failed 
to finish his Faerie Queene? 

Readers may choose behmen purpose and sporting in Lanham's 
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remarks cited above. Not so with the deliberately outrageous compar
ison of Rabelais and Spenser in an exhibitionistic display of games
manship (169-75). Both '"riters commit allegorv. "No cioar, to borrow 
Freud's familar example, remains just a cigar." Lazare Sainean remarks 
that Rabelais and his book "ont ete au cours des a'qes, l'objet d'etranqes 
deformations et d'interpretations singulieres." C<ln't the same be said 
of Spenser and his Faerie Queene? In Spenser as in Rabelais we have 
"a literal level of physicality" and on top of this level "the stronq
est and most complex invitations to allegorize." Both confuse us by 
usinq complex, overlappincr oenres. "Both call for agility, intuitive 
good sense about when and how to allegorize. Both use styles calcu
latedly Opa(lUe, incantatory," self-consciously fascinated ,vith alleqory 
as a way of knowing and tryinq to redeem the method with "a \-Thole 
range of svncretistic techniques: for Spenser, antiaue diction; for 
Rabelais, slang ..• Hany scenes in both just 'are,' exist beyond any 
interpretable framework. Think of the sybil scene of Raminagrobis, 
and then of Despair's Cave and Britomart ske,"ering Jl'arinell •.• 
panels of self-sufficient grotesque detached from concept or moral. 
And above them, allegory hovers more as a self-pleasing exercise than 
as a real effort to explain." Can this be our Spenser? The great 
advantage of allegory is that "you need allegorize only as much as 
suits your argument •••• We are asked to realize and rearranqe --
notes, orchestration, mvths -- as we wish to, to collaborate in making 
meaning. It lies in our patterns of expectation as much as in the 
.,ork of art releasing them." Nearer the mark, we may sav, but still 
disconcerting, that is, if we insist on being serious. 

The comparison of Rabelais and Spenser is a paradiom of Lanham's 
rhetorical vie~! of literature, pleasurable because it unexpectedly 
~inks two writers never placed in such jolly juxtaposition; it scores 
1n a game that is fun to play. 

Naseeb Shaheen. Biblical References in "The Faerie 0ueene". l-'emphis, 
lemphis State University Press, 1976. vii + 217 pp. SUS 12.50. 

The aim of this hook is quite simply to present the fullest and 
most valid possible catalogue of biblical allusions. Four categories 
are used· (1) bl ' , hI' ' reasona Y certa1n references; (2) 'nrobable or POS51-
f ~ ,allUSions; (3) possibly coincidental resemblances; and (4) doubt
t~ 1~ems. References are cited from the Geneva Bible (except where 

P elB1shoP's Bible seems more probable) and from the Prayer Book 
sa ter. 

Land S~rve~ing previous work, Shaheen sees much imprecision in Grace 
in t~um s ~10neerinq 1926 article (PMLA, 41) and serious incompleteness 
numbe; Var10rum Spenser. His O\.,n catalogue cites roucrhly twice the 
'd' ,~f references as the latter. Inevitably fe\-T of these new 
1 ent1f1cat' " 
Faer' 10ns w1ll 1n themselves much alter our readincrs of The 

~e Oueene. (The key allusions are as obvious to those reasonably 
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well read in the Bible today as they had to be to Spenser's contem
poraries to roake the poem work in the first place.) But somethinq 
is demonstrated about the ranqe and texture of Spenser's biblical 
allusiveness beyond what has hitherto been shown. In this respect 
the book's encyclopaedic range is impressive. To my ear, most of 
the new items are valid allusions, though inevitably some fail to 
sound convincinq. But then some sUbjectivity is impossible to 
banish completely from a project like this. what is a valid (and 
relevant) allusion depends a great deal on the context one's parti
cular kind of study establishes. Better for an editor to provide 
too much than too little. Sensibly, nothing the Variorum editors 
accepted is excluded, though much of it is releqated to the doubtful 
category. 

A survey of available English Bible translations is included. 
Caution is of course required in trying to determine which version 
Spenser used (Did he rely on his own ability to translate directly 
from the Latin of the Vulqate? Nas he influenced by the alternate 
translations of the Prayer Book services and the Praver Book Psalter? 
Did versions get mixed in his memory?). As Spenser's allusions are 
rarely literal, and as new translations always built on earlier 
work, copying ",hole passages verbatim, the question becomes very 
complicated. Cedina the impossibility of pinnina Spen er's biblical 
knowledge tiqhtlv to anyone version, Shaheen concludes that the 
Geneva Bible (1560) is most in evidence in The Faerie Queene. But 
there are also signs of the Bishop's Bible (1568) and its rorerunner, 
the Great Bible (1539), and possihle earlier predecessors. 

The introductory portion of this book would have been better 
if it had drIDID roore heavily on related previous work, especially 
when it goes beyond settinq out the method and the criteria used in 
the catalogue and attempting to determine Bible versions. A chapter 
on Spenser's reliqious views is particularly disappointing: nothinq 
new is learned about Spenser, and recent specialist scholarship on 
sixteenth century theology qoes relatively unsurveyed and unsampled. 
There seems to be a consistent preference for somewhat dated works, 
and the three recent works I'd most quickly reach for don't even make 
it into the bibliography: The Cambridge History of the Bible covers 
the period in volume three, with a helpful biblioaraphy (ed. S. L. 
Greenslade, Cambridge University Press, 1963); Historical Catalogue 
of the Printed Editions of the English Bible 1525-1961 is much more 
useful within its range than ~TC (ed. A. S. Herbert, British and 
Foreian Bible Society, 1968); The Geneva Bible: a Facsimile of the 
1560 edition has a useful introduction and bibliography (University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1969). 

rR. D. S.] 
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ARTICLES: ABSTRACTS AND NOTICES 

Hichael F. N. Dixon, "Fairy Tale, Fortune, and Boethian vTonder: Rheto
rical Structure in Book VI of The Faerie Queene," UTD, 44 (1975), 141-65. 

Although the basic plot of Book VI may seem to have much in 
common with the guests of the prototypic fairy tale, Spenser multi
plies perspectives on such a fantasy plot and therebv suaqests some 
of the richness and hiqh seriousness associated with "epic". In the 
story of Sir Bruin, for example, he presents a hero who has done what 
no hero of fairy tale may do: he has qrown old. Bruin, like the 
hero of Book I, has conquered an enemy in a three-fold battle. But 
Cormoraunt remains a brooding threat until Bruin's son can complete 
the task. In the interim, fate or fortune are conspicuously promi
nent factors: "Boethian '<lander," the uncertainty exnressed by 
Boethius at the presence of evil in a presumably good world, is an 
apt response to Spenser's denial or complication of the normal fairy
tale denouement to his plot. 

Spenser elaborates the sinqle hero of fairy tale into three in 
Book VI: Calidore, Calepine, and Arthur; by so doinq he provides 
structural expolitio, or repetition with variation. Characters like 
Blandina and Turpine, who behave with inhumanity and thereby cause 
temnorary but real sufferina, awaken Boethian wonder and deny the 
simplistic values which Calidore initially asserts. ~1aqical helpers 
like the Hermit or Salvage Han provide a counter force to the mishaps 
of fickle fortune: in the paradiqmatic episode of Bruin, the b ?'.by 
is released from the bear's mouth to fulfil the terms o~ a lonq
frustrated pronhecy. But the Hermit treats Serena a.nd not Calidore, 
whose mission is to engaqe the Blatant Beast, not avoid him. Though 
the Hermit resembles Contemplation in Book I Book VI deals with a 
different realm of experience, the social an~ temporal rather than 
the individual and spiritual. 

Like the voracious Cormoraunt in the Bruin paradigm, or the 
cannibals or Briqands or Turpine, the Blatant Beast emhodies an ever
present, external threat of hrutishness waitina to devour one's cmi
~~ude. In seekinq such quietUde Calidore is g~ilty of truancy from 
c~~,auest, as his loss of the vision of the Graces makes clear. 
~ ~dore's love for Pastorella is the rhetorical equivalent of Cale

p~nle's love for Serena and Bruin's need for an heir; it makes him 
VU nerable by m k' h' , . d t a ~nq ~m sublect to fortune. Pastorella ~s almost 

Cesl'droyed by the Briaands, as Meliboe is wholly destroved; and 
a ~ ore's 't ~ mat I ,v~c ory over the Beast is only temporarv. Calidore ulti-

to ~ Y fa~ls: he is an idealized human, not a humanized ideal, closer 
flomraq~dY than to romance or fairy tale. The movement of Book VI 
a t f~~ry tale to Boethian 1vonder is essential I" a movement toward 

raq~c Vision. 
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11. Bartlett Giamatti, "Headlono Horses, Headless Horsemen: An Essay on 
the Chivalric Epics of Pulci, Boiardo, and Ariosto," in G. Romanelli 
and K. J. Atchity, eds., Italian Literature, Roots and Branches: EssayS 
in Honor of T. G. Bergin (Neill Haven and London, Yale University Press, 
1976), pp. 265-307. 

The imaoe of the frenzied horse, appearing notablv in Veroil 
(esp. Aeneid 6, applied to the Sibyl) and modified bv Boethius and 
Dante, is examined as a key to the central concerns of the three 
Italian poets. Rinaldo's taminq of the monstrous horse in canto 13 
of the Morgante is taken as a symbol of Pulci's mixture of admira
tion for the new energies that are transformino the chivalric tradi
tion, and his sense of the crucial last Moment when those energies 
must be tamed lest they destroy the past. Boiardo is ooverned by a 
simpler, less ambiouous impulse: he fears the immense forces toward 
dissolution, and tries to find a model for an orderly world in his 
chivalric creation. Horses, horsemen, even c'hivalry itself -- all 
show a recurrent tendency to go beyond proper and necessary limits. 
Boiardo's Charlemagne expresses Pulci's vision of courting excess 
as a means to restraint; and the chaos he unleashes is a critique 
of that vision. Finally, Boiardo can only cry ~'l-1hoa!" to his own 
poem. Building on both these poetic visions, Ariosto explores the 
imaqe of sfrenatura in a number of bridled or runaway mounts. His 
complex view of Orlando's madness, and mankind's tragic inability to 
control language, demonstrates that artistic creation is itself a 
version of the problems of restraint and release that the work of 
art describes. [Although Spenser is not mentioned until the last 
paragraph of this essay, readers of this Newsletter may find it 
illuminates maior Spenserian concerns.] 

1\. Bartlett Giamatti, "Primitivism and the Process of' Civility in 
Soenser's Faerie Oueene," in F. Chiappelli, ed., First Images of 
America: The Impact of the New World on the Old (Berkeley, Los Anqeles 
and London, University of California Press, 1976), pp. 71-82. 

Spenser's treatment of primitives and primitivism shows a 
contemporary awareness that the other World of folklore has become 
the New World of fact. In his proem to Book II he hints that Faerie 
Land may now be actualized in America; and elsewhere he distinquishes 
between the merely primitive and the ~tential -- between wild men 
and foundlings, those who at best are susceptible of beinq tamed 
and those who can be reformed. Examples of wild men are the satyrs 
in I.vi and III.x, the forester in IV.vii, the salvage man in VI.iv, 
and the salvage nation in VI.viii. Though these fiqures vary in 
levels of savaaery, they share an incapacity for transformation to 
a truly civilized condition. They are the primitive ancestors whom 
self-transforming Renaissance man has left behind. 

Spenser's "foundlings", however, are at least potentially upwardl y 
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mobile. The list of those who I"ere foundlinqs is sUbstantial: satv
rane, Arthur, Redcross, Belphoebe and AI11oret, Artegall, Tristram, 
Pastorella. Those who are include Ruddymane and the baby found bv 
Calepine. Those in the former group show the results of a process 
of civility. This is both an ethical process and a radically aesthe
tic one. The foundling is disciplined or nourished or shaped by 
antique mentors and ideals for a purpose; the result is a different 
creation than would have occurred had the child been left to grow 
naturally in a primitive state. The poem's two foundlinq infants 
illustrate the dynamics of this process in its earlier staqes. 
RuddVJT1ane's ineradicarle stains show the new-found in its bleakest 
aspects; his future seems limited as we last see him entrusted to 
Medina's upbringin~. The baby in Book VI is seen in a more hopeful 
lioht: when Calepine entrusts it (with obvious relief) to Matilde, 
he reminds her that many of the greatest kniohts have come from 
similarly obscure orioins. He invites her to "enchase" ~Ihatever 
form she pleases in this unformed infant. He uses a term frequently 
exploited by Spenser for the artistic act: most memorably, Colin's 
lady is seen "as a precious oemrne/ Amidst a ring most richly well 
enchaced,/ That with her goodly presence all the rest much qraced." 
(VI.x.12) Calepine's foundlincr, - recalling all the earlier foundlings 
in the poem and projecting the vision of ~ount Acidale, fiaures the 
process of civility: the radical alliance of aesthetic and ethical 
concerns that is the individual and cultural movement we call Renais
sance. 

J~hn Manning and Alastair Fowler, "The Iconography of Snenser's Occa
slon," Journal of the r'larburg and Courtauld Institutes, 39 (1976), 
263-66, plate 27. 

. In Faerie Queene, II.iv, Spenser transmutes the traditional 
flqUre of Occ . . t· . aSlO ln 0 one pecullarly adapted to hlS alleO'or'! of Tem-
peran~e. The emblem books ~how Occasio as a young, naked woman, 
standlng on hI' ... () a vi ee , Wl th razor and lnllowlno sall or scarf; Spenser's 
ccasion is an old, ill-favored haq, lame in one leq and clothed in 

rags. Spenser keeps the traditional forelock a.nd bald occiput, but 
relnterprets th r h' even ese attributes as respectively a temptation to 
as vlolence d' h Occ' ,an elt er remorse or frustration. \'lhen Guyon orasps 

aSl0n's forelock . t '. . All f' 1 lS to restraln her, not to en;oy her beneflts. 
wrat~" Spenser's changes exnress aspects of the occasion or "root of 
and Oc~as~urthermore, the tableau of a guilty Phedon pursued by Furor 
which 1 10n re~alls Vaenius' s emblem CULPAY. POENA PRF.MJT cmms, in 
(kcasio:"~ness lS nn attribute of the SlOl'1 but certain Poena. But 
latter' ~s.at best a travesty of divine Nemesis since she lacks the 
bridle.~ ~~d~e.and must be restrained bv Guyon with a "scold's 
for~lock olardo, Orlando's failure to qrasp the Fata Morgana's 
ciation o:Xposes. him to the wrath of a haq named Penitenza. An asso-

OCcaslon and P . . tunity) d . enltence (as a conseauence of JT11ssed oppor-
erlves from A" . elTlblem L' 1M - - usonlus, and 1 s found for example .In Corrozet' S 

, ~GE D'OCCASION. As Penitenza pursues Orlando, so does 
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Occasion pursue Phedon. Spenser combines in one fiqure both the 
temptation to wrath and its consequence remorse. And when he comes 
upon this complex tableau, Guyon seems to turn upon himself the vio
lence which Phedon directs aaainst others. Finally, the imbalance 
of Occasion, lame in one leq, may be analyzed later in the Book when 
Maleger is shown (II.xi) accompanied by blo hags, one lame and named 
Impotence, the other moving more freely and named Impatience. 

James Nohrnberq, "On Literature and the Bible," Centrum: r\Torking Papers 
of the Minnesota Center for Advanced Studies in Language, Style, and 
Literary Theory, II.2 (1974), 5-43. 

Spenser (with Milton), as a poet clearly workinq in close rela
tionship to scripture, is called forth as a primary exhibit in an 
attempt to drive a firm wedge throuah the widdle of the "Bible as 
Literature" syndrome. The aim is to destroy irrevocably any vestiae 
of academic respectability that may remain in seeina the Bible as a 
literary work among literary works. To begin with, the Bible is 
finite in content, delimited by its canon; literature, on the other 
hand, is clearly capable of increment, ad infinitum. The Bible is 
a "collapsed" and completed literature, coalesced to a gritty core 
by the rigors of centuries of redaction. Monotheism and transcen
dence of nature, key tenets of Hebrew theology, are stronq forces 
toward canon; polytheism, on the other hand, logically produces an 
open-endedness and pluralism in literature. 

The Bible is seen to be "pre-generic": institutionalization of 
Exodus in Passover disaualifies it as epic, and history is always 
subsumed to "theoloqy of history". Thus simple memorableness of 
story is bogqed in the prolixity of tradition which subsumes incon
sistency, reduplicativeness, and variant versions "Tithin itself. 
"Literary" approaches to the Bible tend to assume a discreteness of 
textual unit in a "Jay that ignores the tight patterns of interdepen
dence which interlace even such seemingly separable elements as the 
book of Job: stories are rarely told for their o\om sake, but more 
usually in context, and story "units" often contain within themselves 
latter accretions which complicate their own tellinq. 

If form is the liberatina enerqy of literature, then the Bihle 
stands "beyond formalism". The intense redactive processes that pro
duced the Bible have rendered a dense, aqqlutinative, almost qranular 
pattern that exhibits "texture" rather than "structure". Literary 
history is collapsed into a laraer whole, with its elaborate antici
pations and fulfilments and other modes of theological linkage and 
synthesis -- modes which subordinate fearful complexities and preserve 
the serial historicity of the very material that is re-fashioned and 
accoInlTlodated. 

The setting of the canon coincides \oTith the dissolution of the 
"faith-coInlTlunity" into its various successors, a process seen as the 
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result of the death of prophecy and the Hellenization of the Near 
East. What is canonized is the dynamic of the word: the word as 
opposed to a word, or words. Word relates to events "kinetically," 
rather than reflectively or "allegorically". Even though the canon 
is irrevocably closed, the Bible is in a sense incomplete: its under
standing anticipates the end of time, and is thus inseparable from 
faith. Thus Biblical authority stands over against the authoritv of 
fiction, ,,,here "suqqestability" is all that is demanded. The reality 
of fiction is bounded by a "once upon a time" and an "ever after"; 
the Bible insists, to the culture receivinq it as canonic, upon its 
own open-endedness. The world of fiction comes close to that of 
dream, except that in fiction there is stability and control: the 
literary work can be re-experienced, indeed repetition and repeata
bility are inherent in it. 

The "truth" of revelation is exclusive and unified, implying 
the rejection of its own variants. But the plurality which is deqen
eration in revelation is the stuff that literature is made on. Thus, 
in The Faerie Queene, Archimago is both in the poem, as pervertor of 
the truth, and outside it, with the poet, as the creator of veiled 
allegory and obscured truths: his ve~y name suggests primary imagi
nation. \~hat is "faction" in the realm of revelation is "fiction" 
in literature. As Archimaqo creates the division of true and false 
Una, so Spenser creates that of true and false Florimell. We can 
red ream Redcrosse's dream by re-reading the book; just so, Redcrosse 
re-dreams his own dream in the eleventh canto, asleep under the tree 
of life, a second Adam dreaming of a second Eve. Thus the study of 
the.Bible as literature become~ in fact the study of literary works 
havl.ng an allegorical relation to the Bible. 

Heather Dubro~! Ousby, "Donne's 'Epithalamion made at Lincolnes Inne': 
An Alternative Inte~pretation," SEL, 16 (1976), 131-43. 

Th· . S l.S artl.Cle suggests that Donne may not have been parodying 
(i~~ser, as David Novarr argued in an influential article (RES, 7 

S . 6», but merely imitating him half-heartedlv and unsuccessfully. l.nce th· . . . . 
D ,l.S epl.thalaml.on was apparently written eighteen years before 

onne s two oth ·th I . .. . who h er epl. a aml.a, l.ts l.mmaturl.ty may account for elements 
l.C Novarr con . d . . . im Sl. ers parod1C; and such dl.scordant detal.ls as the 

hagery of death and violent disembowelling may be seen as qenerally 
c aracteristic f D ' may b 0 onne s metaphysical wit. Echoes of Spenser's poem 
trYin

e 
seen, .then, as serious but inept imitations: both poets are 

but sqeto bU~ld a sense of excitement and immediacy through repetition, 
Petra~ ~ser 1S f~r more skillful. )\$ with his imitations of Ovid or 
differ~n~ ~onne ~s dra ... rn to imitate a poet who is fundamentally 
se~n as the rom hl.mself; and most of the oddities of the poem may be 
and his product of tension between Donne's interest in Spenser 

need to reject him. 
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SPENSER AT lILA, 1976 

The ninety-first annual convention of the Modern Language Association 
of America was held in New York from 26-29 December 1976. Of its 666 
numbered meetings, four contained papers of imlT'ediate and apparent 
interest to readers of SpN: 

#12lA. Comparative Studies in Renaissance and Baroque Literature. 
Program Chairman: Michael 11urrin; Topic: Allegory. 

1. "Allegory in Petrarch's Canzoniere," Thomas Roche. 
2. "Boiardo and the Fata Morgana," Charles Ross. 

The allegory of Orlando's meeting with Morgana [see also Manning and 
Fowler, above, p.lS] can be approached by means of a comparison with 
similar scenes in the Innamorato. Boiardo uses allegory to present 
persons or machine-like marvels which play upon a hero's otherwise two
dimensional character. Morgana, as Ventura, personifies chance. 
Orlando's failure to seize her resembles the scene in which he fails 
to seize Angelica, similarly sleeping beside a fountain. And Morgana's 
underworld contains images which allude to Orlando's limitations: a 
labyrinth 1,o,hich he cannot or will not study, a bridge he cannot cross. 
The same underworld will be treated differently by the covetous Rinaldo 
with details which make the episode seem closer to Guyon's at the Cave' 
of Hammon. Boiardo resembles Spenser more closely than anv other 
Renaissance poet in his ability to tailor every detail of his fairy 
qarden to themes of distant lonqing and elusive dreams. 

3. "Seven Types of Spenserian Allegory," James Nohrnberq. 

The Faerie Queene is engaged in a constant enterprise of self-refigura
tion: its internal runnina commentary on itself is an allegory of the 
text. The alleaory of allegory can emerqe from study of the compoundinq 
of the text with itself in Spenser's first episode, by means of an 
analysis of allegory as a compound of the dianoia of literature with 
literature's six parts. (1) The mythos of allegory is the fictionally 
displaced history or myth, the legend or fable. Redcrosse is st. George, 
Perseus, Theseus, Apollo, and Daniel. (2) The ethos is exemplarist 
characterization, mythically the avatar, here the Messianic Precursor. 
Legends are vocational, but romances are allegories of childhood: Spen
ser's leqends celebrate infantile character strengths pedagogically 
reconstructed, here trust in the oral \<rord -- the symbolic babe in Book 
I is nursing, and so are Error's infants. The mythical animus of the 
animated abstraction is the daemon, here the hybrid woman possessed by 
a pythonical spirit; qnomically, the hookworm. (3) The dianoia is 
theme perceived at one remove from itself: brieflv, the nroverb (to err 
is human, the dog is returned to its QI.m vomit); emblematically, the 
veiled wisdom-goddess Isis, and the temple guarded by a sphinx or 
threshold-monster; anomicall v, the dVlarfed 1,olisdom of prudence-counsels, 
and the ass bearin<: mysteries. (4) The melos is cryptic speech: the 
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oracular pythoness or sphinx slain with the advent or accession of Apollo 
or truth. (5) The lexis is the figure allegoria, the anatomy of Error; 
briefly, the etymoloqy of error. (6) The opsis is the amazinq or pro
vocative image, the emblem of Laocoon, the labvrinthine appeal to the 
eve correspondinq to the riddle's dithvrambic appeal to the ear. All 
alleqories perpetrate and correct an error about the literalness of a 
fiction. 

Redcrosse slavs Error, but understands nothina: he takes no 
wounds in the episode because he is not forced into a qenuine hermeneu
tical engagement where understanding so closelv coheres with the thinq 
understood that the under stander ob;ectifies himself in it. He goes 
to sleep and Archimago starts creating more allegories in collusion 
with the poet. Puttenham calls allegory the fiqure of False Semblant, 
and Boccaccio says the alleqorist divides one into two diverse meaninas, 
as Archimago divorces Redcrosse from Truth. Duessa is thus simply a 
product of the secondary compoundinq of the allegorical dianoia, and 
this newly qenerated untruthfulness of allegorical likeness bedevils 
the hero thereafter. Effective heroic activity in The Faerie Oueene 
thus coincides with the occupation of the poell"s principal internal 
hermeneuts. 

In Book I the hermeneut is Contemplation, the Johanine seer 
who can read the book of God's foreknowledqe. The heroic tvpe is 
erseus, who slays the Goraonical nature and is thus elevated to heavenly 

contemplation. Arthur's unveiled shield lifts the Hosaic veil that 
hardens hearts, revealing the light of qospel truth and blinding those 
that persecute it. In Book II the herm~neut is Eumnestes; the herme
neutic derives from rational understanding and the mind's ability to 
t~mn~r Occa~ion deliberatively or retrosp~ctively. Meaning emerges in 
1 e, I"ean-t~me" or the mean space -- the latter deriving from the topo
_Oq~~al and topographical featuration of the landscape, which creates 
.,ean~nqful chi ' 
So k asm~c space between exteriority and interiority. In 
qe~ea~II,the hermeneut is the maiutic Merlin (and also Genius), a 
rated ~~~st of the future. Allegorical entities in Book III are qene
leO-Plat a,deqenerative example is the self-alleqorizinq Malbecco. 
ized on~c contemplation is qenerative, its ideas are seminal, real-

or material' d neutical ,,~ze through a mater or mother. In Book IV the herme-
extended ~ct~v~ty is the method of seeing the precedina partner book 
The qene l~n ~he sequel, or seeing the likeness of a lover to a friend. 

. a oq~cal all f 
d~achron' I eaory 0 Book III becomes the more lateral and less 

~c a legory f k' h' self-res bl . 0 ~ns ~p. h~ether a con;uqation of the world's 
b ern ance is t' tl iform Ven d s r~c y a hermeneutic may be douhted, but the 
Vity is th~S kO~s wear a veil. In Book V the heroic alleqorical acti-
I rna ~ng of s' d "l n Cuttinq f . ~qns an monuments -- the f~rst ~s ;n,straea-Ta us. 
"handless JO f,Munera's hands the iconoclast Arteqall makes an icon of 
the law equ~:t~~e." The hermeneutical activitv is the interpretinq of 
of conduct __ ah,Y. In Book VI the hero is a courtier, a kind of poet 

~s alleaorically veiled truth is the oolite white lie. 
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Puttenham advises the court poet to dissemble not only his conceits 
but his conduct, calling allegoria "the Courtier or figure of faire' 
semblant." The hermeneut is Colin Clout, but the hermeneutical virt 
of subtlety and finesse suggest a hermeneutics not of allegory but o~es 
irony, the negative or self-effacing pole of literary obliquity. So 
ends the romance of the virtues as childhood character strengths, up 
the emergence of a sense of irony about role-playing. on 

Each of Spenser's legends is haunted by its own hermeneutical 
ghost. The second episode is sarcastic about the success of the first 
and sarcasm, like irony, is a kind of self-subverting allegory. This' 
gives us a third register for the types of allegory, as its compound 
dianoia gave ~ a second. In Book I the poet's allegory of one true 
faith is divided bet,.,een Redcrosse and Una. In Book II the poet's fig _ 
ure for melancholy, sickness, and mortality -- l1aleger -- is made alive 
upon his very allegorization. Despair can never despair of being 
Despair -- for him suicide is not a viable alternative. l')e meet here 
an allegorical equivalent for the antithetical sense of primal words: 
Redcrosse tries to cleave unto the truth, and creates the cloven fictio 
Duessa. The Chair of Forgetfulness in Book II recalls the Chair of n 
Memory -- the mind remembers its own forgetfulness. In Book III, the 
heroine, a closet heterosexual, is introduced by images of narcissism 
incest, bisexuality, transvestitism, and lesbianism. In the social ' 
installment, the friend is a rival, the master a slave, and guest and 
host are strangers to humanity or recluses from it: irony is the tech
niaue of saying one thing and meaning the contrary. 

The Faerie Queene suffers occasional crises of allegoricalness , 
as evidenced by the mocking Doppelganger, or contradiction of identit y. 
The disappearing epiphanies of a numen in Books VI and VII coincide 
with the exposure of fakes elsewhere in the poem. These are not the 
ontological mysteries belonging to the indescribable entity, except 
where the entity is the "borrowed being" of allegory itself. Rather , 
they are the epistemoloaical ambiguities inherent in the elected mode 
of description. At this point our seven types of alleaory have become 
seven types of a~biguity about allegory. [J. N.] 

#320. Special Session: Renaissance Literature and Emblems. Discussion 
Leader: Ninfried Schleiner. 

1. "Emblem and Paradox in Sceve's Delie," Thomas Greene. 
2. "Spenser's Muiopotmos and the Fates of Butterflies and Men , 

or, Nhen Is a Butterflv Not a Butterfly?" Andre\-, D. v7einer. 

Criticism of Spenser's Muiopotmos has tended to join the poem's narrator 
in magnifying the importance of his butterfly-protagonist. Thus Allen 
identifies Clarion with the rational soul, and overlooks the problems of 
poetic representation raised by such an identification. since there are 
frequent Renaissance illustrations of butterflies as emblems of trivi
ality, and apparently none which continue the late-classical identifi 
cation of butterfly and soul, this paper proposes that Clarion may inde~ 
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be no more than a butterfly. In such a readinq of Nuiopotmos, the 
narrator will be seen unable to see the hopeful aspects of human mor
talitv. Instead of considerinq the fruitful olive that triumohed over 
the w~rlike steed, he, like Arachne, has seen only the butterfly 
fluttering wantonly. He has failed to heed one warninq stressed in 
Geoffrey Whitney's Choice of Emblemes (1586): 

The Scripture soe, hath two effects we see: 
vnto the bad, it is a sword that slaies 
Vnto the good, a shield in qhostlie fraies. (Vitae, aut morti) 

3. "Emblems and the Reliqious Lyric," Barbara K. Lewalski. 

'533. Special Session: Spenserian Poets of the Seventeenth Century. 
Discussion Leader: \-illiam Oram. 

1. "'Or of Reviv'd Adonis': Milton and Spenser's Images of 
Love," Carol Barthel. 

In An Apology for Smectymnuus, Milton rejects the criticisms of Puri-
ans like Ascham, insistinq that the "lofty fables and romances \>lhich 

recount in solemn cantos the deeds of knighthood" teach not bold bawdry 
but chastity. Chief amonq the solemn cantos of which Milton was think
ing must have been those of The Faerie Oueene, whose middle books, 
especially, employ motifs that the Renaissance had inherited from 
edieval romance in a semi-allegorical anatomy of the virtue of chas

tity, in whose definition soens~r, a qood Protestant, included faithful 
narried love. Invoking the epic as well as the romantic tradition, 
S enser,makes chastity one aspect of "l'laqnificence," the overall perso
nal cth~cal virtue that he presents as the modern and Christian equi
valent of the virtu of the traditional hero. 

f1 ~f the Snenser of the middle books of The Faerie Queene was the 
fr t malor epic poet to make a heroic virtue of chastity, the Milton 

abe Par~dise Lost was the second. In E~en wedded love "I,eav 'n' s last 
st g~ft" t, " 

seXual 0 man, ~s also a responsibility. By the proper use of their 
creat' nat~e man and woman participate in the fruitfulness of God's 

~on' ~ts ' 
rit 1 " m~suse contributes to their fall. In being so emphatically 

a , U~lton' , 
S nser' ~ concept10n of man is both very Protestant and very 

~an, It 1S !';pe ' I ' " d ' , In The F' , nser1an a so 1n the mode of ~ts poet1c ep1ct1on. 
aer1e Queene S " Classical ' penser had used all sorts of l~terary mater~als --

d nictin ~~th, ,ch~v~lric romance, medieval alleqory -- as vehicles for 
life. I~ e S1gn1f1cance of love in the order of creation and in human 
tradition ~:esented Milton with a model for a poem adaptinq the literary 

the concerns of the Puritan epic of the spiritual life. 

Comus off 
iani~ U' ers clues as to the nature of Paradise Lost's Spenser-. '-'11 ton's t 
Most Clearly mos overtly Spenserian poel'l, the masoue is also his 
struq'lle romantic, its structure as Frye \>lrites, beinq the lourney, 

1 ' and triumph f ' 
s cal purit 0 a hero whose chief virtue is chastity, a phy-

Y representinq fidelity to the divine order sustaininq the 
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universe and opposed to the moral disorder of vice. t>lithin this a 
ver~ all romance pattern, the masque's action shows many local affinit' 

with the trials of Spenser's romantic heroes and heroines, includ~es 
BritolTlart, Belphoebe, and especially Amoret. t>1hether or not Milt~ng 
intended all these parallels, he is, like Spenser and probably in n 
part following his example, employing the romance tradition to por
tray semi-allegorically the heroic struggle of the Christian soul a ' 
sin. In any case, the Epilogue makes the artistic significance of ~~!nst 
parallels clearer. The Attendant Spirit's description of the Hespe ,ese 

d I " r!an gar ens c early recalls Spenser's Garden of Adon~s, the alleqorical 
core of Spenser's third book that places the heroic chastity of Brit ~ 
mart, Belphoebe, and Amoret in the context of universal love, joy 0 

fruition. By placing the Lady's virtue in this Spenserian conte~~ and 
Milton shows that her chastity is not, as Comus would have it, a d~n' 
of life and love, but rather, like Amoret's, its affirlT1ation. !al 

The qualities of Spenser's Garden of Adoni~ are also echoed in 
the images of fecundity that Milton uses, in Parad~se Lost, to describe 
Eden. The sexual metaphor for creation that Spenser introduces in Ti~ 
tan's impregnation of Chrysogonee reappears in God's creative brooding 
over the vast abyss and making it pregnant. This sexual image is . 
linked with a horticultural image of fertility in both poets: the 
world of nature is the garden of God, the "sovran planter," its simul
taneous blossoms and fruit evidence of his life-giving energy. Man's 
sexual nature is part of the vitality of the garden of the world: Adam 
and Eve, like Amoret, by their love participate in the universal fecun~ 
dity. Like Spenser's Garden of Adonis, Milton's Paradise provides a 
symbol, an allegorical core, what Fletcher would call a "temple" dis
playing the divine meaninq that lies behind the "labyrinth" of human life, 

In portraying this human life Milton, like Spenser, draws on 
the resources of the romance tradition, the experiences of Adam and 
Eve, like those of the Lady in Comus, resembling the adventures of 
Spenser's knights and ladies. Eve, like Amoret, embodies the ideal 
of modest and loving womanhood expounded by Christian writers, and 
Adam's wooing of Eve, like Scudamour's of Amoret, recalls the allegor
ical psychology of the Rose tradition. unlike Spenser, Hilton presents 
Eve's view of the episode, thereby calling into question Adam's tradi
tionally romantic interpretation of Eve's equally traditional drawinq
back: a romantic tradition is both exploited and criticized. Adam, 
the first romantic, idealizes his mistress: Milton shwws this ideali
zation to be a dangerous overestimation of the lady's very real charms. 

In her submissive love for her mate, Eve resembles Amoret; in 
her "virgin majesty," 1\rnoret' s sister Belphoebe. Like Belphoebe, human 
goddess of the forest, she combines nature's freshness with a goddess
like beauty; a frailer Belphoebe, she also goes off on an adventure 
alone, "though not as she with Bm·, and Arrow arm'd." Belphoebe meets 
Braggadocchio and Trompart; Eve, Satan, whose Aeneas-like address to 
her and subsequent courtly seduction resembles the attempt of spenser's 



comic villains. Unlike Belphoebe, however, Eve is seduced from her 
heroic virtue by satan's flattery. 
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Fallen, Eve takes on the characteristics of Spenser's Radi~und 
to AdaJII' s Arthegall. Thouqh spenser shOlo/s considerable sympathy for 
the virago-ideal in Britomart, in Radigund he turns orthodox and doc
trinal and condemns female "liberty." Like Radigund, Eve desires the 
freedom of superiority: "for inferior, who is free?" Arthegall was 
not subdued by Radiqund's arms but by her beauty, "overcome, not over
come/ But to her yielded of his OIme accord": so Adam yields, not to 
the force of Eve's arguments, but "fondly overcome \~ith female charm." 
Spenser so sympathizes with the chivalrous Arthegall's almost comic 
dilemma that he makes excuses for him. While some readers have found 
Adam's chivalry similarly sympathetic, Milton places it in a context 
which must condemn it: once more Milton uses the artistic resources of 
the romantic tradition in order to condemn the moral tendency of that 
tradition. 

Woman, in Britomart, restores social order by reinstitutincr male 
authority: Eve restores order in the society of Eden bv kneeling to 
Adam. Herself restored to grace, she is Amoret once more, and Adam 
and Eve depart from Eden, as Scudamour and Amoret leave the paradisal 
Island of Venus on Book IV, facincr life in the fallen world "hand in 
hand." In I'ilton, as in Spenser, ~ virtuous married love becomes one 
eans of undoinq the effects of the Fall, of attaininq the true, Adonis

l!ke Paradise of fruitfulness and joy, within. 'Iilton uses the tradi-
t ~nal motifs of romance in his epic, criticizinq them, revising them, 
re~nternretinq them accordinq to the Protestant moral ethic and a new 
conception of h . . er01C v1rtue. In doing so he, like Spenser, helps to 
create what C S L . ' Ren . '. ew~s calls the "romance of marriaqe" that the English 

alssance gave to the modern world. [C. B.J 

2. "Drayton's Poly-Olbion: England's Body Immortalized," 
Barbara C. Ewell. 

3. "MiChael Drayton, Prophet without Audience," Paula ,Tohnson. 
4. "Milton and Spenser: The Virgilian Triad Revisited," Richard 

Neuse. 

en • ilton told D d 
SPOken m rv en that Spenser was his "original" he may have 

ore trUly th h 
ant poet of th a~ as been realized. Spenser '~as the first impor-

unity. This : Enql~sh Renaissance whose major works constitute a 
ian triad of un~ty was to a considerable degree modelled on the Virgil-
he VirqilianP~s~oral, georgie, and epic. Whereas the idea implicit in 

An esSentiall rlad ~ay he primarily proqrammatic, Spenaer made of it 
Virqil was th~ au~ob~oqraphical proqression. For Spenser, that is, 
AS with Dante ~rlnclP~1 qui de in a oilqrimaqe not vertically oriented, 
AS its qoal '1\ ~t horlzontallv, towards History (to nut it in one word) 
AdAotation ~r t

n 
the stages of this nilqrimage are now a Spenserian 

e ic. ransmutation of Virail', s genres: pastoral, eoi thalamium, 
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Milton's maior works display the s~e fundamental unity a 
Spenser's. They may likewise be conceived as the record of a poe:, 
pilgrimaqe in which Spenser as the "English Virqil" serves as the s, 
History in epic perspective is aoain the qoal, though Milton finaliU1de 

leaves his quide behind in viewino history in starklv traqic terms y 
Milton also wrote no poem that could be called an epithalamium, bu~ 
aside from the fact that there is a recurrent epithalamic motif in 
number of his poems, there is one, ~ Mask, which aualifies fully asa 
a symbolic epithalaJ1'lium. The 1645 Poems of !fr. John Milton mav there_ 
fore be considered as ,1iltl')n' s Shepheardes Calender and his EDithal ' 
cOT'lbined. Like these, the 1645 volUT'1e is profoundly autobioq~aPhica~lrn 
By his arranrreT'lent and occasional dating of the poems ~ilton invite: ' 
the reader to witness the qradual unfoldina of a talent, stages in th 
development of a youthful poet as he grows in imaqinative mastery of e 
experience and searches for "somethinq like prophetic strain." At 
the same time the volume represents a magnificent tribute to the 
authorJs qui de and presidinq qenius. The homage to Spenser begins 
with the Nativity llymn, the first of the volume's Enqlish poems and 
clearly done in the Spenserian manner; it culminates \dth A I'ask, 
which concludes the English poems and in context can be read as an 
allegory of the youna author's debt to the T'laster of dark conceit. 

Like the Shepheardes Calender, the 1645 edition of Poems lOOks 
forward to "greater things," is a "prospectus" of the enic to come as 
well as a retrospect to departed vouth. And like the Epithalamion 
Milton's collection, particularly in the last two of its English poems, 
represents an apotheosis of the poetic imagination in its ability to 
reconcile even the most painful contradictions of human experience. In 
both Lycidas and Comus the poet "marries" heaven and earth, man's sublir>
est intuitions \'lith his blind stUP.lbling on the perplexed paths of this 
drear wood. And he does so in part by becomino a kind of priest who 
renews the ritual forms -- of eleqy and masque -- by which the commu
nity has traditionally confronted its deepest fears and expressed its 
most ideal aspirations. His \olay of renewino the forms is of course 
variable and subtle, but most fundamentallv it involves the poet-priest's 
personal participation with an intensity that sugqests he is "redisco
verinq" and remaking them in answer to a deeply felt personal need. 

Such renewal from within of literary forms is a fal'1iliar domna 
of Renaissance epic theory. The degree to which this renevlal bears 
Milton's profoundly personal signature in Paradise Lost becomes evident 
when we consider its basic continuity with the 1645 Poems. To an even 
qreater degree than the Faerie Queene, Paradise Lost is a prelude to 
history and it takes as its dominant concerns precisely pastoral and 
epithalamium. The "enithalamic" relationship between Adam and Eve is 
the center of the epic, the real focus of its tragedy, in relation to 
which Satan comes to be seen as the hero-fool in a traqicomedy of 
cosmic divorce. 
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By way of conclusion, it should be observed as one of the maior 
ironies of English literary history that Milton's name should have be
co~e synonymous with the kind of dogmatic or theoloqical poetry that in 

15 actual practice he firmly rejected. An approach to Milton's poetry 
V1a Virgil and Spenser -- to Milton as, in fact, "a 17th-century Spen-
erian" -- should teach us that far frOM being a builder of dogma in 

verse, I'ilton was a poetic alleqorist who nuestioned religious tradition 
w1th the same personal intensity as he challenged social and political 
ideas. [R. N.] 

619. Snecial Session: Literature and Psychoanalysis. Discussion 
Leader: Morton Kaplan. 

"Phedon's Fury: Some Psychoanalytic Notes on Faerie Queene II.iv," 
ohn Price. 

hedon's rescue from Puror and Occasion bv Guvon in Book II, iv, is a 
inor masterpiece of power and psychological interest, focusing on 
hedon's account of the occasion and progress of his murderous rage 

a he pursues Pryene, and culminatinq in Phedon s consuming, self
Qenerating obiectless passion allegorized in Furor. But why does his 
crescendo of fury CUlminate in Prvene? why does he uniustlv charge 
hat "she did first offend,/ She last should smart", an account brazenly 

inconsistent with earlier accounts which indict Philemon as "the sourse/ 
k~ all my sorrow"? He are carried l.,rith Phedon toward Pryene, feeling a 

nd of "riqhtness" in the pursuit which gratifies deeper expectations 
arOused by the story. 

and Phedon's love is split into two currents: high and low, sacred 

1 n~ofane, affectionate and sensual Claribell and - Prvene: an intimate 
re atlonship d ' ~ 
Ph1l ,enacte when Pryene dresses in Claribell's clothes (27-8). 

ernon 1n turn is Ph d ' ~ the "base" ' e, on s "base" impUlse split off and attacheu to 
is stre dS~de of Clarlbell (the close identity of Philemon and Phedon 
be Sse ln stanzas 18 20) Phedon's final rage against Pryene can 

attributed t h' 1 ' , • 
er res 0 lS oath1ng of ~lhat attracts him: Prvene' s offense is 

ponse t Ph' 1 . 
Philem 0 1 emon's advances. The "sacred band" (23) between 

on and Phed ' 
the epis d on 1S the third and perhaps most 

hilAM_ ~ e, characterized by oral sadism (Phedon 
-wvn s ocul ' 

important pairing in 
poisons Philemon, 
It is as much the loss of his fr' d ar POlson spoils Phedon's bliss). 

len as that f Cl ' ng the ' 0 ar1bell that makes for Phedon's "qriefe", and 
i' paSS10ns which det ' h" 'b ' t s ealous r erm1ne 1S cho1ce of Pryene as f1nal 0 Jec 
as h aqe -- she d'd "f' t e aMbl' gu' t 1 1rst offend" hy stealing Philemon from him, 

1 Y of "f ' h -rior attachm a1t less squire" suggests (18) and as Phedon's 
e ,ent to Cla 'b 11 not only pr ' r1 e makes him faithless to Philemon. Affli=ted, 

the woman, but o~~:ts his 0I'ffi unconscious impulses tOI ... ards infideli tv on 
In fact, he unco 1n~s that he loves the woman and is iealous of a rival. 

nSC10usly identifies with the woman and loves the man. 

Y t Returning to Ph ' 
• another Worn ,edon s first words, in 17, we find an indictment of 

an, M1Sfort d une, evelopinq a negative maternal image and 
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stressinq Phedon's weakness before her "whelmina lap" (17). The p 
of Pryene condenses all the whelming laps before which he f 1 ursUit ee snow 
derous, now impotent; the choice between phallic fears and the thr ~Ur, 
oral regression, engulfment, death takes us toward the lethal lap ::t of 
Acrasia, the climactic encounter of Guyon in the Bower of Bliss. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Spenser Society. The Spenser Society was officiallv inaugurated 
27 December 1976 at the Graduate Center, City Universitv of New York on 
The Executive Committee of the Society for 1977 consists of: Patrick 
Cullen (Graduate Center, CUNY), President; Judith H. Anderson (Indi 
Vice-President; A. Kent Hieatt (I~estern Ontario), Secretary; Thomas a~a), 
Roche (Princeton), Treasurer; and Donald Cheney (Massachusetts), ex . 
officio. A reception and luncheon will be held at the University Club 
11.30 a.m., 29 December 1977, during the next MLA convention. Plans' 
for the following year include the publication of a membership and 
work-in-proqress booklet and the possible adoption of SpN as the soci
ety's official organ. Dues are $3.00 per year (regular membership) ad 
$ 1.00 (special membership for students and for retired and unemplove~ 
people), payable to the Society, care of Thomas P. Roche, Dept. of Eng
lish, Princeton University, Princeton NJ 08540. It would be appreciated 
if, with their payment of dues, members would indicate whether it is 
likely that they will be able to attend the luncheon meeting at Chicago. 

Spenser Studies. A new annual publication, Spenser Studies is now 
officially in existence. During the MLA convention the editors, 
Th mas P. Roche and Patrick Cullen, announced the formation of an 
editorial board and reported that they were negotiating with the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh Press. Since then, the University of Pittsburgh 
Press has agreed to publish Spenser Studies, an annual collection of 
essays on Spenser and on areas related to Spenser; it is designed as 
a counterpart to Milton Studies. The editorial board consists of: 
P. Alpers, D. Cheney, A. Fletcher, A. B. Giamatti, A. C. Hamilton, 
S. K. Heninger Jr., A. K. Hieatt, J. Hollander, vi. B. Hunter Jr., C. V. 

Kaske, I. MacCaffrey, H. Maclean, J. Nohrnberg, G. F. Provost, J. Stead
man, H. Tonkin, V. K. Whitaker, .1. A. Nittreich. Details f or submission 
of manuscripts will follow in the next issue of SpN. 

Duquesne Studies. Duquesne University Press announces a new series of 
monoaraphs \"Ihich will place special emphasis on Spenser and Milton and 
the classical and medieval heritage of the two poets. The first mono
graph accepted for publication in the series is John M. Steadman's 
Nature into Myth: l1edieval and Renaissance Moral Symbols. 

Manuscripts rhould be of a lenqth which will produce a book of 150-350 
pages. No monograph ~rhich has been accepted as a dissertation will be 
considered unless full and mature revision has converted it into a study 
which advances siqnificantly on the dissertation. All submissions should 
be preceded by a query to: Foster Provost, Editor, Duquesne Studies in 
Language and Literature, Department of English, Duquesne University, 
Pittsburgh PA 15219. 
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Canadian society for Renaissance Studies. All scholars interested in 
the Renaissance will wish to know of the formation of a new national 
orqanization, the Canadian f'ociety for Renaissance Studies/ Societe 
canadienne d'Etudes de la Renaissance. The Society was founded in May 
1976 during the meetinqs of the Learned Societies. The next annual 
conference will take place at Fredericton, N.B. on May 28-29, 1977. 
The Society's executive includes scholars in various disciplines from 
the different parts of Canada. Its ?resent chief officers are: Presi
dent: F. D. Hoeniqer (Victoria College, Toronto); Vice-President: J • 

• De Bujanda (Directeur, Centre d'Etudes de la Renaissance, Sherbrooke); 
and Olqa Pugliese (Italian Studies, Toronto). The Society's annual 
~rship fee is $10. ($5. for graduate students). The Society will 
co-sponsor the Toronto-based journal Renaissance and Reformation: 
Renaissance et Reforme (annual subscription: $6. to the ;ournal's busi
ness manaqer, John Priestley, French Dept., York University, Downsview, 
Ontario, or to the Society's Secretary-Treasurer). As it wishes to 
improve contacts amonq Renaissance scholars across Canada, and stimulate 
local and reqional organizations, the Society would appreciate informa
tion and enauiries. The meetinq at Fredericton will include sessions 
on: "The Fine Arts in the Renaissance" (organizer: Rosemarie Bergmanr. 
History of Art, Mc"ill); "The Southern Renaissance (includinq France)" 
(orqanizer: Claude Sutto, Insti tut Medieval, U. de ~ontreal); and "The 
Northern Renaissance" (oraanizer: Murdo ~acKinnon, Enalish, Gueloh). 
PrOposals for papers in either French or Enalish should be sent to the 
organizers. -

Clarion State Conference. The Fourth Annual Conference on Medieval 
and Renaissance Cultures will be held at Clarion State Colleqe durinq 
25-26 March, 1977. Of especial interest to Spenserians will be the 
~pPearance of Professors Humphrey Tonkin and O.B.Hardison, Jr., on 
Fr:nP~oaram. Further information may be obtained by writinq to 
162l~~s G. Greco, Dept. of Enqlish, Clarion State Colleae, Clarion PA 

~nser t 
Modern" a'lKalamazoo . "Spenser: Classical, Medieval, Renaissance and 
enCe on ~1d~ be the topic of four special sessions at the Twelfth Confer
Ann Haeqe; 1~val Studies, Kalamazoo, Michigan, 7-8 May, 1977. Cherie 
PreqraJ!1 for ( annon College) will review the conference for SpN. The 
entheses ): the four sessions follows (with Commentator's name in par-

T. Ch ' a1rman· M k 
Golden Aqe: ar Rose; "Nother Hubberds Tale: Spenser' s ~yth of the 
"The Concep~n a ~allen ~Torld," D 'Orsay W. Pearson (Gerard J. "ross); 
PltZlll.aurice) . o~ Charac~er' in The Faerie Oueene," Rawdon Nilson (James 
On "'vth in Ei. The Faene Queene as an Attitude of Mind: SOMe Thouqhts 
". MCNeir). 1zahethan Literature and Society," H\ll!lphrey Tonkin (Naldo 
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II. Chairman: Alice Miskimin; "Prince Arthur and Bottom the We 
Renaissance Dream of the F'air-y Queen," Carol Barthel (~7alter D:v~r: th~ 
"For Profite of the Ensample: Spenser Moralizina His Song," JO~~S): 
Ulreich, Jr. (,John Webster): "Chaucer and Spenser: Senses of End' C, 
Michael Holahan (Georgia Ronan Crampton) . lng," 

III. Chairman: Anne Shaver; "Luther's Narriors and Spenser's Kni h 
Nilliam A. Sessions (Gregory J. ~'ilkin); "The Parameters of g ts,-courtesy,_ 
Alice Fox (Lorna Irvine): "In Praise of Poet's Wit: Spenser and the 
Sister Arts," Elizabeth H. Haaeman (Michael L. Donnellv). 

IV. Chairman: Roger Kuin; "Spenser's Anti-Neoplatonism," Jerome S 
Dees (Elizabeth Bieman): "Spenser's Epithalamion as Verbal Charm ;, 
Suzanne H. r,1acRae (A. Kent Hieatt); "Intense Ray of Poetry ~ Virginia 
~loo1f' s Reading of Spenser," Elizabeth ~1. Pomeroy (Susan R. Gor~ky), 

To register for the conference, write: Otto Grundler, Director, The 
Medieval Institute, "estern Hichigan Uni versi ty, Kalamazoo Mich. 49001 
For further information about the Spenser sessions: David A. Richard . 
Department of English, Cleveland State University, Cleveland Ohio 44~~~: 

Kalamazoo in '78, Too. Spenser at Kalamazoo (1978): a third special 
session is tentatively approved for the Thirteenth Conference on 
Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo, Michigan, in May 1978. Abstracts are 
invited be,fore 15 f;eptember 1977 (triplicate, double-spaced, 2-page 
max). Commentators and chairmen needed; indicate area of interest 
and expertise in Spenser. Please include home and office telephone 
numbers with correspondence. Inquiries to David A. Richardson, 
Department of English, Cleveland State University, Cleveland Ohio 44115. 

Blake's "Characters of Spenser's Faerie Queene". The large color 
reproduction of Blake's Spenser painting oriqinally published in 
Blake Ne~,sletter 31 with an accompanying essay by ,John Grant and 
Robert Brown is now available as a separate print. The nicture is 
printed on a very large sheet of white enamel paper, with wide margins 
to allow framing. It is unfolded, and will be sent by first class 
mail in a cardboard mailing tube. The price is $4.50, which includes 
about $1.60 for postage and $1.25 for the mailing tube. Make cheaues 
payable to "Blake Newsletter" and send to Debra Sackett, Circulation 
~1anager, Blake Newsletter, Department of English, University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque NM 87131. 
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